YEAST MANAGEMENT PROCESSES AND YEAST VIABILITY & VITALITY: PROPAGATION
Design Considerations
Ale yeast are more "cold
shock" sensitive...cannot
replicate at 40C.

Design Considerations
Fed-Batch Propagation: ....."bakers" yeast...fully derepressed.....54 kg yeast/100 kg CHO.
Fermentative Propagation: .....yeast repressed....7.45 kg
yeast/100 kg of CHO.....oxygen generally limiting...."Crabtree
Effect" where yeast ferment even when oxygen is present as
long as [CHO] < 0.1%)

Weihenstephan: settled on re-entry angle of 23 degrees in prop
vessels during Assimilation Propagation. Also stress use of low pump
speeds of < 1 m/sec.

Dried lager yeast: @ 20-30% less
viable than freshly propagated
yeast. Produce beers with poorer
foam, higher haze and
less flocculant yeast.

Carlsberg: settled on cone angles of 130 degrees in prop vessels to
promote homogenization.
BRF's oxygenated yeast /anaerobic wort ...correlation much greater if
follow BRF's protocol of oxygenated pitching yeast. (+)

McGill: Exposure to shear forces during
pumping, agitation and centrifugation of yeast
slurries has a negative impact on yeast
quality. Negative effect is aggravated by acid
washing (up to six-fold), with use of
phosphoric acid leading to larger losses than
water alone. Addition of 0.75% ammonium
persulfate to a pH 2.3 phosphoric acid wash
solution increased viability when exposed to
mechanical shear.
Smart: Propagated yeast are smaller than cropped
yeast from operations......7 vs. 10um for the strain
studied. This translates to a 3x difference in volume
and a 2x difference in area for populations of the same
number.......practical when optimizing Aber
calibrations! May want to increase pitching rate for the
first generation.
If propagation yeast density exceeds 100
million/ml, quality of yeast
decreases....keep maximum density
below this level.
Selecting yeast clones to
propagate on WLN or
DAMY agar....contains
mutagen
bromocresol green (-)

Weihenstephan Philosophy & "Assimilation Yeasts":
yeast propagation should not exceed 100 million cells per ml
(vs. 150-250 million traditional seen with yeast ending in the
stationary phase) in order to have most vital pitching yeast
possible! Emphasis on yeast being in log phase at time of
pitching. Yikes - good philosophy if in the business of
propagating yeast! Claim better fermentation performance.
Achieve within 24 hours, starting with 20 million cells/ml/12160C/aeration maintaining DO.

Guinness: stress the importance of propagation
wort OG on subsequent performance of lager yeast
in HGB. Recommend that if operations is 17-180P
wort, then propagation wort OG should only be 7.5 12.50P. For example, in yeast propagated with 7.5 vs.
12.5 vs. 17.50P, saw first generation viability in
operations of 98%, 95% and 89%, respectively!

Carlsberg: mixing blades being off-center improves
homogenization (+)

Carlsberg: Propeller blades with curve along
horizontal plane length...allows yeast to flow through
and across blade with little shear & turbulence (+)
Zinc Addition: Boulton reports peak only 80 million
vs. 240 million during prop if no zinc added.
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Ale yeasts have higher FAN needs than lager. With
lager yeast, get about 55 g dry yeast/g FAN utilized.
Direct oxygenation of yeast with O2 (-)
Yeast too flocculent (-)
Osmotic pressure (-)

Effect on Yeast
Viability &
Vitality
Suntory: improve yeast viability when drying if
grow yeast on a maltose, not glucose
medium...uptake by yeast of protective
trehalose from the medium is enhanced (vis a
vis subsequent resistance to drying)....one
reason bakers yeast suffer from drying is high
glucose in the propagation medium. Soaking in a
10% glycerol solution also aids in resistance to
drying by inactivating trehalase activity...retain
80% viability.

Best mathematical model describing the relationship between yeast growth
and temperature during propagation is the Schoolfield Model. Less useful
models are: a) Arrhenius, b) Square Root and
c) Potential approach of Belehradek.
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